Interview Questions to Key Stakeholders (Association Officers, Government Officials, Representatives of Major Institutions)

The questions are intended to gather evidence of impact some of which (1, 2) are directed only to KLA officers.

1) **KLA PROGRAMMES**: Have there been any changes in the past years in the number of people involved in planning and delivering the programmes?
   Have there been changes in what they are doing?
   Have there been changes in the number of people actively involved in taking on official roles within KLA (e.g. committee membership)?

2) **KLA VISION**: Have there been any changes in how many KLA staff and members are engaged in building the vision?
   Have there been changes in how they are doing this?
   Have there been any changes in how many KLA staff and members are engaged in implementing the vision?
   Have there been any changes in what they are doing to achieve this?
   Is KLA communicating its vision to other key players? If so how? How successful has this work been?

3) **LIBRARY DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY**: Is KLA discussing library development strategy with government?
   If so, how?
   How successful have these discussions been in influencing strategy?
   Is KLA exploring library development strategy with other key organisations?
   If so, how?
   How successful have these explorations been?

4) **LEGISLATION AFFECTING LIBRARIES**: Is KLA trying to secure legislation affecting libraries (such as library or copyright laws) or to improve existing legislation?
   If so, how?
   How successful have these efforts been?

5) **OPEN QUESTION** (to key stakeholders outside KLA): What is your opinion about the situation and importance of the libraries in Kenya in general and KLA in particular?